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Abstract
A 3D mesh of points outlining a polytope of arbitrary topological stnlcture serves as
the control mesh of a spline surface with pieces of degree two and three. The user has a
choice between three-sided or four-sided pieces or a combination of the two to parametrize
the surface. If the surface is constructed entirely from bicubics and the input polytope
has e edges, then the surface consists of 2e pieces. Where the mesh of points is regular
a quadratic spline surface is generated. Irregular input meshes with non quadrilateral
mesh cells and more or fewer than four cells meeting at a point are allowed and generate
splines that generalize the quadratic 0 1 spline construction by averaging. The algorithm
can model bivariate open or closed surfaces of arbitrary topological structure.

t Department of Computer Science, Purdue University, W-Lafayette IN 47907-1398
Supported by NSF grant CCR-9211322
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1. Introduction

Splines assembled from B-splines are widely used to represent surfaces. They combine a low degree polynomial or rational representation of maximal smoothness with a
geometrically intuitive variation of the surface in terms of the coefficients: by connecting
the coefficients one obtains a mesh that roughly outlines the surface. Repeated refinement
of this mesh by knot insertion results in a sequence of meshes whose points axe averages
of the preceding and whose limit is the surface itself. In addition to an elegant algebraic
definition this yields an alternative geometric, procedural characterization of the splines
useful for establishing many shape properties of spline surfaces. But the tensor product
B-spline representation has a major shortcoming. It cannot model certain real world objects without singularity, because each point in the interior of the B-spline mesh must be
regular, that is surrounded by exactly four quadrilateral mesh cells. This makes it impossible to choose for example the boundary mesh of a cube as input and in fact restricts the
topological. structure of the objects that can be modeled by the splines. Even if the object
to be modeled can be described as a deformation of the plane, it may be more natural to
have three or five quadrilaterals join at a point or to use non quadrilateral cells to model
a feature. Using trimmed NURBS (non uniform rational B-splines) does not solve this
problem since the trimming destroys one of the chief advantages of the B-spline representation, its built in smoothness. One ends up with the tricky task of smoothly joining
the trimmed pieces. The goal is therefore to devise algorithms that remove the regularity
restrictions from the input mesh and yield a unified approach to surface modeling. The
approach should reduce to the B-spline paradigm wherever the mesh is regular and have
the following additional properties.
• smooth free-form modeling capability. There are no restrictions on the number of
cells meeting at a mesh point or the number of edges to a mesh cell. Mesh cells need
not be planar.
• local smoothness preserving editability. The component functions of the spline surface
form a vector space of smooth functions. In order to add and subtract the functions
and locally edit the geometry, it suffices to add and subtract the mesh points locally.
• low degree parametrization. The surface is parametrized by low degree polynomial
patches. The representation can be extended to rational patches.
• simple interpolation. It is possible to interpolate the input mesh points and normals
without solving a system of constraints.
• construction by averaging. The coefficients of the parametrization can be obtained
by applying averaging masks to the input mesh. Thus the algorithm is local and can
be interpreted as a rule for cutting an input polytope such that the limit polytope is
the spline surface.
• convex hull properly. The surface lies locally and globally in the convex hull of the
input mesh.
• intuitive shape parameters. The averaging or cutting process is geometrically intuitive. Smaller cuts result in a surface that follows the input mesh more closely and
changes the normal direction more rapidly across the boundary.
• taut interpolation of a wire frame as a limit ca.se.
Cuts of zero depth result in a
singular parametrization at the mesh points analogous to singularities of a quadratic
2
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spline with repeated knots. The a l surface degenerates into a aO surface that interpolates the edges of the input mesh and remains taut, e.g. planar when the mesh cell
is planar.
In. summary, one would like an algorithm that departs as little as possible from the NURB
standard and combines the intuitive cutting paradigm with a low degree parametrization.
The algorithm described in this paper generalizes the quadratic a l spline paradigm
for both tensor-product B-splines and four-direction box splines to generate a surface
parametrized by four-sided or three-sided Bemstein-Bezier patches. Both the BernsteinBezier form and box splines are standard tools of geometric modeling. [Boehm, Farin,
Kahmann '84] and [de Boor, Hollig, Riemenschneider 92] are good references. All the
above properties are satisfied, except if a vertex has 2n > 4 neighbors and is surrounded
entirely by four-sided patches. Then the surface is only guaranteed to minimize the residual
of the smoothness constraints. For surfaces built from three-sided patches or a combination
of three-sided and four-sided patches, the surface can always be guaranteed to be tangent
plane continuous.
The present method generates a spline space over irregular meshes by local averaging
"" do the algorithms in [Peters 92a], [Peters 92b] and [Loop '93J. The first of the three
earlier algorithms contributes the idea of mesh refinement to separate irregular vertices,
the second adds the quadratic spline representation and the third uses the idea of forcing
all boundary curves to be quadratic. The main improvements of the present over the
earlier algorithms are as follows.
• Considerably fewer surface pieces are generated. While the earlier schemes generate 16
four-sided or 48 three-sided patches for each regular mesh point, the current algorithm
uses only one fourth that number.
• The surface is guaranteed to lie in the convex hull of the control mesh for the full
range of blend ratios.
• Parametrization with three-sided and four-sided patches is treated uniformly and can
be mixed.
The algorithms in [Sabin '83], [Goodman '88] and [Hollig, Mogerle '89), also define spline
spaces. However, these constructions are less localized and need to solve large irregularly
sparse systems of equations to match data. This makes it more difficult to reason about the
shape of the resulting surface. Algorithms for generalized subdivision ([Sabin '76], [DOD
'78], [Catmull and Clark '78J, [Loop '87], IDyn, Levin and Liu '92], etc.) differ in that they
do not provide an explicit parametrization for the irregular mesh regions. This not only
makes it tricky to establish elementary properties like tangent plane continuity of the limit
surface, but is also a major obstacle for integrating these techniques with other computer
aided design representations. The work on reparametrization and geometric smoothness is
the background for the current algorithm (see e.g. [Gregory '90] for a survey). In. particular,
the construction based on three-sided patches can be viewed as a special case of [Peters
'90J with a well-chosen mesh of quadratic boundary curves as input. The construction
based entirely on four-sided patches generalizes the construction of [van Wijk '86, Section
3.5] to the case where n > 4 patches meeting at a mesh point. The algorithm of this paper
differs from schemes like [Sarraga '87],[Hahn '89] in that no constraint systems have to be
solved to enforce patch to patch smoothness. B-patches ([Seidel '91], [Dahmen, Micchelli,
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Seidel '9x]) and S~patches [Loop, DeRose '90] use a special representation of the stuface
pieces, while the present algorithm. uses either standard tensor-product or triangular pieces
in Bernstein-Bezier form.
The algorithm. is detailed in Section 2. Section 3 establishes the continuity and vector
space properties of the surfaces generated by the algorithm. Section 4 establishes the shape
properties of the stufaces generated by the algorithm.. Section 5 summarizes the findings
and the Appendix illustrates the algorithm.

4
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2. An algorithm for refining an irregular mesh of points into a C 1 surface
The algorithm has six simple steps. The output of steps 1-3 is a mesh of quadrilateral
cells such that each original vertex is surrounded by vertices of degree four. Steps 4,5 and
6 generate the surface parametrization and depend on the user's choice of three-sided or
four-sided or mixed patch representation.
1 Mesh refinement.
2 Edge cutting.
3 Quadratic meshing.
4 Quadratic patching.
5 Degree raising.
6 Twist adjustment.
The input is any mesh of points such that at most two cells abut along any edge. The
mesh cells need not be planar, and there is no constraint on the number of cells meeting
at a vertex. However, if a cell has more than four sides, then the valency of its vertices,
i.e. the number of neighbors, is restricted to be 3 or 4j this can be enforced for example by
triangulating the cell. The mesh may model a bivariate open or closed surface of arbitrary
topological structure. For each vertex of a cell, there are two scalar weights 0 < aj < 1,
i = 1,2, called blend ratio". Geometrically, smaller ratios results in a surface that follows
the input mesh more closely and changes the normal direction more rapidly close to the
mesh edges (cf. A.3 of the Appendix). The default is a; := 1/2. Algebraically, blend ratios
play the role of relative knot spacings. In particular aj = 0 implies loss of smoothness.
The blend ratios of each cell may be modified independently. The output is a surface that
follows the outline of the input mesh and consists, depending on the users choice of surface
representation, of either
(a) no more than 8e quadratic or cubic, three-sided patches that form a C 1 surface, where
e is the number of edges of the input mesh; or
(b) no more than 2e biquadratic or bicubic, four-sided patches that form a C 1 surface
except possibly at vertices and faces with 2n > 4 neighbors (see Theorem 3.5); or
(c) a combination of biquadratic, four-sided and cubic, three-sided patches.
The construction with 4-sided patches is least recommended since neither tangent
plane continuity nor the convex hull property can be guaranteed for all configurations of
the input mesh. All indices are interpreted modulo n. All coefficients V, C, P, etc. are
vectors.

5
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Step 1: Me3k refinement. For each edge with vertices Vi and lIj, create an edge vertex
•

and insert it between
vertex

:= (V;

+ Vj)/2

Vi and lIj. For each cell c with vertices VI, V2 , .•• , Vm , create a cell
1

• := m

LVi

and connect it to all edge vertices of the cell. This creates a refined mesh of sub cells.

•

•
Vi

/

"
==>
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Step 2: Edge cutting. For each subcell Ci label the vertices Vi, Vi, V3 , V4 in order starting
with the input mesh point, and create a preliminary cell center Ci subject to the blend
ratios 0 < ail, ai2 < 1 as the average

For each vertex V surrounded by less than five cells, the cell center is Ci = Ci. For each
vertex V surrounded in clockwise order by more than four cells CI, C2, .•• , C n , the cell center
corresponding to Cj is
2w n 'L" cos (2".)'
(2.1)
C j := V- + -- J CHi

,

n.

~here

V := ~ l: Ci,

and

w;; I :=

-

n

cos( ~ 2:) - cos("1 I 2"71"). IT V is to be interpolated set

V = V instead.
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Step 9: Quadratic Me!Jhing.
For each vertex V surrounded in order by cell centers
GI , G2 , ••• , G n , compute the final location

- n12: Gi.

_:=V:= For each edge V,

Vi separating two subcells with centers Gi-I, G i , create an edge coefficient
• :=

A, := (G, + G'_1)/2.

Result: a mesh of quadrilateral cells.
Associated with each edge are now three
coefficients that may be interpreted as the Bemstein-Bezier coefficients of a quadratic
curve segment. This yields a mesh of quadrilaterals with quadratic boundary curves and
such that each coefficient _ lies in the same plane as the surrounding Ai'S.

8
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Three-sided Patches.

Step 4 T: Quadratic Patching. Each quadrilateral subcell is covered by four triangular
patches. The interior coefficients are computed by averaging:
QIOl,i

=

QOll,i+l

=

QllO,i

+ QllO,i+l
2

Q002 =

'

8-valent

2oo,i------

""

Q101.0

+
Q101.'
2
.

-"

101,i

""/

002

Oll,i

if

=

Q020.i~/----=~~---~200.'+1
1l0,i+l

2n-valent

8-valent

Step 5T: Degree raising. Raise the degree to obtain the coefficients of the triangular cubic
patch (-ed coefficients need not be computed)
Q200

P 300
P201
P 210

9200+ 2 9110
3

P;02
Pill

P 120

P;03
P 012

g020+2 Q1l0
3

P 021
P 030

9200+ 2 9\01
3
QUO+9101+QOII
3
g020+ 2 g011
3

9002+ 2 9101
3

Q002
9002+ 2 gOII
3

Q020

Step 6T: TwilJt Adjustment. At a vertex V = P030 surrounded by n quadrilateral cells,
set c := cos( 2::) and compute with C i the center of the ith cell
Pm., = [(2 - C)Q110.i

+ (1 + C)Q200.i + 2C, + Q02O.,]/6

P 102 ,i = (Pll1,i + P 111 ,i+l)/2,
POO3 •i = (P102 •0 + P102 .,)/2.
This and the previous step are not necessary if n = 4.
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Four-sided Patches.
Step 4R: Quadratic Patching. Associated with each subcell are four vertex, four edge
and one center coefficient that may be interpreted as the Bernstein-Bezier coefficients of
a biquadratic patch. For example, Qoo = if, QOl = Ai and Qll = Ci.
Step 5R: Degree raising. For each subcell, the degree of the associated biquadratic patch
degree is raised to bicubic. That is,

[

Qoo
Q01

Q"
2910+900
3
4.011 +2(QOl +QI0)+000
9
4911+2(QOl +QI~)+QO~
9
2Q12+Q02
3

Qoo
_
-

[

2Q01+900
3
2QoI+Q02
3

Q"

Step 6R: Twi.5t AdjU3tment.
For each vertex V surrounded clockwise by patches pi,
i = 1..n, let V = POO,i and POl,i-l = P10,i and define
2,,c:= C08(-).
n

Then we recompute

"n
.
if n is odd
_ {-L,.,j~l(-l)JE'+j
PU,.-l -2,,~
( _ ')(-l)j E- ' if n is even.
n L."J=l n
J
I+J
,

This and the previous step are not necessary if n = 4.

10
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Three-sided cubics joining biquadratic patches.
To join a three-sided patch p smootWy to a biquadratic four-sided patch q I denote
as Qoo, Q10, and Q20 the coefficients of the common quadratic boundary and as Q11 the
center coefficient of the biquadratic patch. Patch p is constructed by steps 4T and 5T as
usual but the perturbation step determines the center coefficient as

Step 6M: Twist Adju3tment.

The join allows filling n-sided holes in a biquadratic tensor-product spline surface using three-sided cubic patches (d. A.I of the Appendix). A hole is first divided into n
quadrilateral cells. Then each cell is covered by four three-sided, cubic patches. Since the
center coefficients of the cubic patches attached to the 2n-valent central vertex are not
edge-adjacent to the biquadratic patches, they are adjusted as in Step 6T.

4-sided

Ql1
----------------------------+---------<~-,--~--

...

""" 1
........

4-sided

P11l

----- 6M

------------------------·-·······--IE----o----<>--/---;.Y"2n_valent

11
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3. Continuity and vector space properties
This section shows that splines generated by the surface form a smooth vector space.
Smoothness, oriented tangent plane continuity is characterized as the agreement of the
derivatives of two maps p and q from lR? to IRn after reparametrization by a map ep from
lR? to IR2 that connects the domains S1p and S1 q of p and q:

where ep(Ep ) = E q , E p and E q are edges of Up and Uq respectively. D l denotes differentiation in the direction perpendicular to E p and ep maps interior points of Uq to exterior
points of Op thus avoiding cusps. We prove oriented tangent plane continuity first for the
construction with three-sided patches, then for the construction with four-sided patches
and finally for the mixed construction. We prepare the result with two lemmas. The first
records the mesh structure after the refinement step.

(3.1) Lemma. Steps 1-3 generate a mesh of quadrilaterals bounded by quadratic curves
and such that at least one vertex of every edge has exactly 4 neighbors.
(3.2) Lemma. The coefficients Ai constructed in Step 3 at V satisfy
Ai- I -

2cAj

+ Ai+l

= 2(1 - c)V,

i = 1..n,

2".

c:= co,(-).
n

Proof For simplicity we center the coordinate system at V = ~
and n = 4, the statement follows directly from the fact that Ai :=
Step 2 enforces

n

27l' .
= -2wnn ,"L." C;(co,(-(,
-1»
n
1=1

271" .
+ co,(-(,
+ 1»
n

21l'
n

L Cj = O.
Ci ; +Ci.

21l'
n

- 2co,(-)00,(-i»)

For n = 3
For n > 4,

=0

and hence the same holds for the averages Ai. •
By Lemma 3.1 and Step 4T, each three-sided patch has one vertex with eight neighbors
and one vertex with four neighbors. Therefore, the central coefficient PUI is associated
with at most one vertex that is neither 8-valent nor 4-valent. The arrows in the diagram
below indicate this association. (0 labels the degree-raised bOWldaries generated by Step
5T, • the averaged coefficients of the interior boundaries and ., represents the central
coefficient PIll constructed in Step 6T.)

(3.3) Theorem. Steps 1-3 and 4T-6T of the algorithm generate a quadratic-cubic C
'
surface.
Proof Step 6T enforces

D,Pi-'I_ = D , (Pi

0

,p )1..

where,p := id + t ,

12

[1 -.?ct,]

2".
and c:= oos(-)
n

M •• 15 113
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"'---o----o------;t>8-valent

l

i
1

8-valent 3!1:0'oO---~----O,:-:2::o----'02n-valent
for adjacent patches Pi and Pi-I. Let Q200, Quo and Q020 be the Bernstein-Bezier coefficients of the common quadratic boundary curvej Q200 corresponds to t 2 = 0 where 4
quadrilaterals meet and Q020 corresponds to t 2 = 1 where n quadrilaterals meet. Then
the constraints on the coefficients of the cubic patches are

2
= '3(Quo -

P 3oo ,i-l

+ P 20I ,j -

P 300 ,j

Pm,j-l - P 210 ,j-l

+ Pm,j -

P 210 ,j =

P02I,i-I - P 120 ,i-I

+ P02I ,i -

P I20 ,i = '3(1- C)(Q020

P20l,j-l -

1

:I (Q020 -

Q200)

Quo

2

-

+ (1- c)(Quo -

Q200))

Quo)

The first and the third equation hold by Lemma 3.2, the second is checked by substitution.

•

(3.4) Corollary. Steps 4T-6T cover cells with no irregular mesh points with a quadratic
box spline.

Proof When all cell vertices are regular mesh points, then c = 0 in Step 6T and
the construction leaves the patch unchanged as a quadratic after Step 4T. By Theorem
3.3, the surface is C l and the connecting map the identity. Therefore the patches join
parametrically C l and must be identical with the quadratic box spline (d. [de Boor,
H6llig, Riemenschneider 92]). •
For i = l..n, let Cj be the subcells that surround V and Ci,l and Ci,2 the center
coefficients of the two subcells that share an edge with Ci, but do not have Vasa vertex.
Define

13
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CV(i)"

~----<>-----'--"O"-----"""I'
4 -valenl

~

•
cell

OV(i),2

CV(i)

•

"

4-valenl

V, n-valent

(3.5) Theorem. Steps 1-3 and 4R-6R of the algorithm generate a biquadratic-bicubic
0 1 surface except at a vertex V with 2n > 4 neighbors and E(V) =f:. O. In the latter case
the residual of the 0 1 constraints is minimized by the construction.

Proof Unless m = 2n > 4 and E(V)

f:. 0, the construction enforces

D'Pi-'I. = D'(Pi 0,p)1" where,p:= id + 1,(1- 1,1'

[~C]

2.and c:= C05(-).
n

Let Q20, Qll and Q02 be the Bernstein-Bezier coefficients of the common quadratic bound·
ary curve of pj-l and Pj; Q20 corresponds to t2 = 0 where 4 quadrilaterals meet and Q02
corresponds to t 2 = 1 where n quadrilaterals meet. The equation is verified by writing out
the conditions in Bernstein·Bezier form:

4c
g(Q20,i -

= PIJ,i-1 - P 03 ,i-l

P 20 ,i - P 21 ,i

= P I2 ,i-1 - P 02 ,i-1

QlO,i)

+ PIO,i -

P U,i

= Pll,i-l - POI,i-1

QOO,i)

+ POO,i -

P OI,i

= PIO,i-1 - POO,i-1

4c
"'3(QlO,i -

P 30 ,i - P 31 ,i

The first, second and fourth constraint are satisfied by the choice of • in Step 2. With
P 30 ,i - P 20 ,i = ~(Q2o,i - QIO,i), and PIO,i = POl ,i-I, the third constraint is

Pu
Choosing

PU,i

i

,

+2Pll ' i-I

= Ei :=

PlO,i

+ 'C(
3 P 30, i -

P 20 ,i).

according to (2.3) enforces the constraint if n is odd:
n

P n ,;-, + Pn,;

= - L( -l)i(Ei+i_' + Ei+i) = 2E;.
j=l

14
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If n is even, then

Pn ,;-'

n

n

;=1
= 2E; - 2E/n.

;=1

+ Pn,; =

-2".
-2(".)
-;;- L-(n - j)( -l)'(EHj-' + EHj) = -;;- L-( _1)' Ej - nE;

That is, the total residual 2E is equally distributed over the patch boundaries emanating
from the vertex. •
(3.6) Corollary. Steps 4R-6R
, cover cells with no irregular mesh points with a biquadratic

(B- )spline.

Proof If both vertices of an edge e have valency 4, then the transversal derivatives
of the patches Pi and Pi-l that share the edge are collinear and of equal size. Hence the
patches are joined parametrically 0 1 . •

(3.7) Theorem. Steps 1-3 and 4T,5T and 6M of the algorithm generate a biquadraticcubic 0 1 swface.
Proof Due to Theorems 3.3 and 3.5, we need only consider the transition between q,
a biquadratic patch and p a cubic patch. Then

D.p,. = D.(q o,p),., where,p := id + I. [

-tt] .

Let Q20, Qll and Q02 be the Bemstein-Bezier coefficients of the common quadratic boundary curve; Q20 corresponds to t2 = 0 and Q02 corresponds to t2 = 1. Then the constraints
on the Bernstein-Bezier coefficients are

QlO - Qoo = Q01 - Qoo

+ 3(P2 • 0

Q20 -Qoo
2

)
+ 3(
P U1 - P210 ,

= Qll - QI0

Q20 - Q.o = Q21 - Q20

+ 3(P02l

-

P300 ),

- P 12O ).

The first and the third constraint are satisfied by the quadratic construction. Since P210 =
Q~O+2QIO
3
, the second constraint is

1(

Pm = "3 Q20

+ 2Q.o + QlO -

Qn

+ Qoo -2 Q20 ) =

QlO

+ "31 ( Q20 +2 Q02

)
- Qll .

•
(3.8) Theorem. 0 1 surfaces generated from input mesbes with the same connectivity,
choice of three-sided and four-sided patches, and blend ratio for each subcell form a vector
space.
Proof Two surfaces generated from input meshes with the same connectivity have a
natural 1-1 and onto correspondence of patches. Consider two smoothly abutting patches

15
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Pi and qi, i = 1,2 of the ith surface. The connecting map depends only on the connectivity
of the mesh via c. Identifying the open neighborhood of the edges Ep,l and E p,2 as E p,
there is a single connecting map c.p such that

along E p as claimed. •
Spreading the z-y coordinates in the plane and choosing all z coordinates of the mesh
equal to zero except for one, results in familiar B~spline like humps. Adding these humps
yields the constant function 1 since the Cj and hence all coefficients have z component 1
and the surface is continuous.

16
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4. Shape properties of the resulting surface
This section establishes the convex hull property of the spline space induced by the
algorithm. Additionally it is shown that surfaces are Hat in the neighborhood of the image
of a mesh point if and only if the mesh is locally .fiat. The edges of the input mesh are
interpolated and thus the outlines of the input polytope recaptured when the blend ratios
are zero. Finally, if the blend ratios of an input mesh cell agree, then the centroid is
interpolated.
The following Lemma contains the essence of the proof of the convex hull property.

(4.1) Lemma. Step 2 forces the cell centers Gj into the same plane such that Ai :=
0+0·
. tbe
• 2'- , 1ie ill

.. al pom
. t s.
convex bull 0 {b
t e ongIn

Proof Choosing the local. coordinate system such that V := ~ Lj Gj = 0, one wants
to find appropriate Gi # 0 in the null space of the constraint matrix corresponding to the
smoothness constraint Gi-l -2 COS(2;)Gi+Gi+1 = O. This null space is spanned by (two of)
the cyclical permutations of the vectors (cos f)t=l .. n. Using these vectors symmetrically
and applying a single weight W n , a natural solution to the coplanarity problem is

2:

n
2w"L..- cos(2"
Gi := - J.)C'i+j·

n.

n

J

The coplanarity itself follows from Lemma 3.2. Define
ai,j :=

Since n

> 3, ai,j

1 + W n cos(~(j - i)) + W n cos(~(j - i

~ 0 and LJ=l ai,j

n

+ 1))

.

= 1, i = I..n and one checks by substitution that
Ai =

L ai,jGj.
j

•
G:

IT it were not for the contraction by W n E (t, 1], the map from the
to the Gi would
be a projector. Unfortunately, the contraction is necessary as the following, admittedly
extreme example proves. IT Cj := [-1,0,0] for j = 1..n - 1 and C~ := [n - 1,0,0],
then Cj = 2~n cose: i)[n - 1,0,0] and the constraint that Ai lie in the convex hull is
cos(':(i - 1)) - cos(': i)) < I.
Since all coefficients are computed as convex averages of the Gi, the following proposition holds.

n;,w n(-

(4.2) Proposition. If the construction uses three-sided patches at irregular vertices, i.e.
Steps 4T, 5T, 6T or 6M, then the surface is in the convex hull of the input mesh.
(4.3) Example:

The following example shows, that Step 6R does not always yield
17
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planar surfaces for planar cells and therefore does not stay within the convex hull of the
input mesh. Consider the corner (0,0,0) of a cube with neighbor vertices Vi = (1,0,0),
V, = (0,1,0), and V, = (0,0,1). Then

is outside the cube. This problem can be fixed by using biquintic patches.

(4.4) Proposition. The curvature at V is zero if and only if the neighboring vertices of
the refined mesh, Vi, i = 1..n lie in the same plane as V.
Proof Let P(n) be the component of P normal to the tangent plane at V. If v,(n) ,. 0
for some i, then the curvature of the ith boundary curve is nonzero. Conversely, if all Vi
lie in the tangent plane, then all boundary curves are coplanar. In the case of four-sided
patches this implies Ei(n) = 0 and hence PllAn) = O. In the case of three-sided patches
this implies p 1ll ,,(n) = 't'v,(n) = O. •
Zero cut ratios generate a singular parametrization at the input mesh point. Just
as for B-splines with coalesced knots, the degree of smoothness drops by one. This has
the desirable consequence that the C 1 surface degenerates into a Co surface that tightly
interpolates the input mesh.

(4.5) Proposition. An edge between two cells with zero transversal cut raUos is interpolated. Planar cells witb zero cut ratios are covered by a planar surface if represented
with three-sided patches.
Proof Zero cut ratios coalesce all cell centers Cj surrounding a mesh point V into V.
The boundary curves are convex averages of the Cj, hence coincide with the edges. Up
to Step 5 (T ,R or M), all coefficients are convex combinations of points on the edges and
planarity follows. For a three-sided or mixed construction
Q020,i

= Q110,i = QOll,i =

Q110,i+1

. _ Q,oo" + Q020,' _ If; + V
Q 101,1 2
2

=V
P

Q200,i

= QllO,i-l = Vi

. _ (5 - eW + (1
6

+ e)V,

111,1 -

proving planarity. •
To model with the vector space it is good to know that the resulting surfaces can
interpolate certain averages of the input data.

(4.6) Proposition. Let ai,;, i = l..n, j = 1,2 be the blend ratios and Ci the centers of
the n subcells surrounding a cell centroid V. Hai,; = aj and Cj = Gi, then the surface
generated by the algoritbm interpolates tbe cell centroid.
18
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Proof Let Vi be the vertices of the cell. Step 3 determines the vertex of the refined
mesh corresponding to the cell as

In. the particular case, the bracketed expression sums to one. Since V is a vertex coefficient

of the patches meeting at

if it is interpolated. •

Thus a uniform choice of blend ratios suffices to interpolate the centroids of a cube

(cf. A.2 of the Appendix).
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5. Conclusion
The algorithm defines a surface representation that generalizes quadratic Cl splines.
It smoothes a general, regular or irregular mesh of points into a Cl surface with a quadraticcubic parametrization. The user may choose either four-sided or a three-sided or a mixed
patch representation. In the case of a purely four-sided representation some continuity
and shape properties are traded for low degree and simplicity of construction. Where the
mesh is regular, the surface is quadratic. Input meshes with the same connectivity and
the same blend ratio for corresponding cells give rise to a vector space of smooth surfaces.
That is, it suffices to add and subtract the control meshes in order to add and subtract the
corresponding surfaces and the result is again a smooth surface. This and the fact that
the convex hull property holds is useful for approximating and locally editing the spline
surface. The role of the knot spacing is played by geometrically intuitive blend ratios. Zero
blend ratios result in a Co surface that tightly interpolates the input mesh. It is possible to
interpolate the input mesh without solving a global. sparse system of equations. Here the
analogy is interpolation by a quadratic spline at every second knot rather than the cubic
Catmull-Rom spline construction. The construction can easily be extended to a rational
representation by using a fourth coordinate to generate the coefficients of the denominator
polynomial.
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A. Examples
Three examples illustrate the flexibility of the algorithm with respect to the topological
structure. the blend ratio and interpolation.

1

11

AI.
A2.

A3.

The first two figures show a geological formation and a detail of the formation. The
surface is constructed with a mix of three-sided and four-sided patches.
The second two figures show a multi-handle object. The top surface uses only foursided patches and does not interpolate the input mesh. The bottom surface is constructed using a mix of three-sided and four-sided patches. It interpolates the mesh
points. One can also interpolate with a surface consisting only of four-sided patches.
The last object, constructed from three-sided patches only, illustrates selective blending. The overall blend ratio is 0.1. However at the indicated mesh points the ratio is
changed to 0.25 and 0.0 respectively. Ratios can also be selectively changed to blend
edges with different radius.
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